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1972 EX LIBRIS
MARIO TADDEI
An ex libris, in Latin literally
means “from books”, is a label,
usually decorated with a motto and
a coat of arms, which is applied
to a book to indicate its owner.
Tradition born in 1400, developed
as an artistic symbol by Albrecht
Dürer, could be considered the
noble relative of the modern logo.
The ex libris is full of graphic
meanings. Mario Taddei’s main
part presents the figure of the man
of Vitruvius drawn by Leonardo
Da Vinci. The square continues
below and displays a succession
of rectangles in the golden section.
The golden section identifies a
spiral that continues and connects
with the upper circular arc.
Man’s legs and arms are the
same compasses, which draw
the geometric shapes in which
he is inscribed and with which
he creates his world. Drawing of
a smart matrix drawn by itself:
the architect
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ROBOTS AND ANDROID
BY LEONARDO DA VINCI
The secrets, drawings and art of Leonardo in search of his robots in the codices:
from The Multimedia DaVinci Archaeology to the realization of the model.

Leonardo da Vinci:
“When the rope n a will be lowered
in the end, the foot d will have risen
in he. And when the string e reaches
f, the foot d will be lowered “
Codex Madrid I page 90v

Leonardo da Vinci:
“ Let the float M have as much
power of weight in descending as its
lightness in rising ... “
CV Tav 191

Leonardo da Vinci:
“Tell me ... if it ever was done ...
tell me! ”
Codice Atlantico folio 996v

Android:
An artificial being, a robot, with
human features, present above all
in the science fiction imaginary.
Robot:
Autonomous machine, automaton,
automatic mechanical operator
controlled by a program. From
robota: mechanical “slave”.
Automa:
Machine that reproduces the
movements and appearance of
humans and animals.
Clock:
Instrument designed to measure
time intervals that works with
gears moved by a weight; it can
also be solar and water.
Cyborg:
Sci-fi imagery, a being on the
border between man and machine,
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Codex Atlanticus Lincei/Hoepli DR M.T., page 996v
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TELL ME!
“Tell me ... if it ever was done ...
tell me!”
Codex Atlanticus page 996v
In Leonardo’s manuscripts we often find this strange expression: “Tell me if such a thing was ever
done”, they are isolated sentences, sometimes you only find “tell me” or other expressions written
in the first person. It is Leonardo himself who writes about his research, if it had ever been done,
talks to himself and very often adds personal considerations, notes also on what he will have to do
and want to do to improve the research or disseminate it. It is a very personal and particular thing.
Leonardo is proud of his work and intends to continue it indefinitely, always curious and always
open to new discoveries.
Almost always, in his manuscripts, Leonardo speaks in the first person, and I, Mario Taddei, will
also speak in the first person in this text. The research, the dissemination and even the study of
manuscripts, for many years was carried out by scholars who quarreled fiercely over the various
interpretations, making the same research come alive. By now, this tradition has been lost, giving
space to aseptic descriptions reported in all the books on sale, copies of copies that never add new
ideas and that publishers re-propose with re-editions that are always the same and, with contents,
that no one controls or re-reads anymore. . Research, including that on Leonardo’s manuscripts,
must be free and must also be able to question what has already been written and which is present
in museums, often dusty and sad, whose administrators now think more about selling cups and
pencils and enrich themselves rather than supporting researchers and publishing new books. This
is also why I, finally free *, am happy to be able to share my new research, the result of thirty years
of experience on Leonardo and the desire to do and discover, the same one that never abandoned
Leonardo and that made him great and eternal.
specular

if anything it was done
semmai fu fatto

Tell me
Dimmi
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A ROBOT IN THE CODES
There is a famous drawing by Leonardo found on folio 812r of the Codex Atlanticus.
This subject has been studied for many years and many have wanted to see Leonardo’s car in these
drawings. Many models have been made, I myself will have made a dozen, now in every Leonardo
museum there is a version of this car.
The real problem is that the machines built starting from Leonardo’s project never worked. But
above all it is not clear why Leonardo had to design such a complex car, when a horse and a chariot
at his time, 500 years ago, were fast, reliable and easier to use.
Studying the design there were
hypotheses that started from the concept
of automobile, or mechanical cart,
because the drawing, at the top, clearly
shows a cart with wheels and a kind of
stick / steering wheel. Remember the
carts that were built as children, in Italy
when there was no internet. I myself, as
a child, built carts to launch myself on
the slopes of my grandmother, Bovino,
and Leonardo’s cart looks a lot like us.
This project, however, over the years
intrigued many scholars and other
hypotheses and models continued to
arise, moving the hypothesized function
of the subject from a car / cart to a more
fascinating robot.
This is where my story, linked to
Leonardo’s robots, originates from a
trip to Florence in 2003, the beginning
of an adventure that is worth telling,
also to understand how the mysteries
of Leonardo not only fascinate every
generation but they will never cease to
amaze us.
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2/6/2003 Paolo Galluzzi, Mario Taddei, Carlo Pedretti, Andrea Bernardoni and ...a PC
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A

TRIP

IN

FLORENCE

I asked my Uncle Michele Dota, a famous architect from Florence to arrange an appointment with
an acquaintance of his, Professor Galluzzi from the Florence Museum of the History of Science.
This “family” date that was supposed to last only a few minutes turned into a nice surprise.
It was June 3, 2003 and, by pure chance, Leonardo’s greatest expert, Carlo Pedretti, was also in the
museum that day. The director, Paolo Galluzzi, after seeing my thesis and the machines I had rebuilt,
called him. The 5 minutes became hours and Pedretti himself realized that both communication,
but above all scientific and historical research, could make use of the powerful computer tools of
three-dimensional modeling and animation. From there, even with his friend Andrea Bernardoni,
a series of proposals for doing something new immediately started, an exhibition, research and a
new way of disseminating science with extensive use of multimedia tools.
Guess where we started from? The curious coincidence was that, recently, an American engineer,
Mark Roseim, had just done a Lettura Vinciana, in Vinci right on Leonardo’s cart, advancing with
new hypotheses and researches, the discourse on this mysterious device.
Galluzzi’s proposal was, therefore, to study the 512r sheet again and create something new with
3d models. I accepted the challenge and immediately started working on the 3d model of the cart
which immediately became Leonardo’s robot. The gears in fact suggested a programming and an
autonomous energy source, so not a car, cart but a real robot!
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April 18, 2004 Il sole 24 Ore - special on Leonardo’s robot car
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AUTOMOBILE ROBOT
In 2005, we created the exhibition on Leonardo’s car in the Museum of the History of Science in
Florence. The event was a success, also because, for the first time, the exhibition saw not only the
classic printed panels, reproductions and models built in wood, but also 3D views of the exploded
machine and understandable and modern graphics.
Before the realization of the actual exhibition, I used computer graphics both to design and to
visualize the installation, today almost 20 years later I use virtual reality for the exhibition projects
but, at the time, it was a real revolution, above all because it was possible to study the set-up directly
in 3D.
I made the 3D model of the car starting from Canestrini’s studios up to Roshaim’s and I made
numerous mechanically functioning versions.
The fundamental element, which I always kept in mind,
was the continuous feed back with Leonardo’s manuscript,
to maintain consistency and respect for the original
project. In fact, I immediately noticed that almost all the
reconstructions were not only different but also differed
from some mechanical aspects that in Leonardo were
clear to my eyes. An example for all: Leonardo’s drawing
featured a ring and a skate in the center that no one had
ever inserted, in any interpretation. Faced with this clue,
I refused to ignore the element and proceed without
finding a justified mechanical insertion. From here, my technique of reconstructing Leonardo’s
machines is also born: all Leonardo’s signs must find a place in the project and the mechanisms
must speak a precise and universal language: mathematics, geometry and technique. In this way I
have managed, over the years, to reconstruct numerous unpublished projects by Leonardo while
always remaining tied to the original drawing. Often, I had to interpret and make my personal
additions but always in the spirit of Leonardo’s “assistant”.
For the first time on TV on RaiDue I showed the multimedia software, which I had designed
and built, to explain both the reconstruction work and the mechanisms. I think it was the
first time on TV that such a thing was seen, at noon, not boring but curious and popular.
(https://www.youtube.com/MarioTaddeiDaVinci)
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2004 Codex Atlanticus TREC Hoepli, Manuscript B and first prototype of Leonardo’s car
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A LITTLE ROBOT C AR
More than a large machine or an automatic chariot, Leonardo’s project, found in the Codex
Atlanticus, resembles a small robot. In the end it is a question of two large gears, moved by springs
or arcs, which transmit the motion to two or more underlying wheels. There is an ingenious system,
with brake, which also serves as a starter and a system of levers to move and pull the ropes. Or
maybe not? It was 2004 and, although I had been studying Leonardo da Vinci for many years, what
I then studied and discovered in the following twenty years makes me understand how deep and
broad the study of machines of art and science that Leonardo touched is.
At that time I had bought, using practically all my money, all the Leonardo codes I could find.
There are numerous editions and many books on Leonardo but what is fundamental are the books
OF Leonardo, not only ON Leonardo, or the reproduction of his codes. I had personally bought
both the reproductions of the Codex Atlanticus deriving from the Hoepli edition of 1800, and the
collection of the Vincianacommission which had published all the facsimiles of the manuscripts.
An immense wealth of knowledge and beauty, more than 5000 manuscripts to study in detail, I
understood that I would never stop studying Leonardo.
So, Leonardo’s first working robot was a kind of toy car, a spring-loaded robot. The springs of the
propulsion of the machine are not seen in the drawing but, both Carlo Pedretti and other scholars,
suggested their use. Indeed, once the 50cm large wooden model was built, it was a surprise to see
it work.
From 2003 onwards I continued to study this robot, I made new 3D models and many wooden
models, including a small toy prototype. In the evening, at my house, I imagined being able to
produce that model as a toy, sell it to the public, and through the images and multimedia software
I designed, make it understandable to everyone, especially to the little ones who have the right to
learn and become , too, of the young Leonardo da Vinci.
And what about a real robot? Similar to those seen on television as Grendizer or in the cinema in
the first historical films such as the “Forbidden Planet” or “Metropolis” up to Asimov? In short, is
there a real humanoid robot in Leonardo or not?
For this you have to look in other sheets and manuscripts and there are many to explore ...
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The New York Times, November 20, 2009, article on the “Leonardo’s workshop” exhibition
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A KNIGHT ROBOT
IN NEW YORK
Five years after the exhibition on Leonardo’s robot car in Florence, I presented my new studies on
Leonardo’s robots, the robot lion and the robot knight in New York
On the morning of November 19, 2009 the exhibition was ready, I had worked for a week day and
night arranging my manuscripts of the Royal VincianaCommission in the display cases, assembling
the helicopter, the mechanical bat, the mechanical lion, the robot knight and many multimedia
software that I had planned and dreamed of since 1999. A dream came true, a great and new
exhibition on Leonardo with models and things never seen before.
The organizers were all agitated because the word had spread that shortly after one of the most
important and feared journalists of the New York Times would arrive and perhaps he would have
crushed with his terrible articles yet another exhibition in the center of New York, next door. in
Times Square. I was not worried and was just waiting to be able to explain my work in detail. The
“terrible” Edward Rothstein arrived, and it was immediately freezing. It sounded like a Woody
Allen movie, the snow outside in New York, a freshly edited show and the bad reporter who had
crushed everyone on Broadway. After talking to the other organizers, it was my turn and, the five
minutes he devoted to everyone, became 2 intense hours in which, for the first time, I found an
intelligent and curious journalist, who really wanted to understand things and not limit himself to
copy press releases, as everyone does now.
Was my robot lion Leonardo’s? And was the robot soldier really a working Leonardo project? In
reality, these two projects derive from Leonardo’s notes and ideas to which I have given my own
interpretation. Respectively, the projects derive from the Madrid Code and from sheet 579r of the
Atlantic Code.
The new research, published in my book on robots released in 2007, however, presented a new
approach to research on Leonardo. I had not limited myself to observing and interpreting a drawing
or a single sheet in the Leonardo codes but I had found the clues scattered in several sheets that,
according to the logic of space and time, had to be sequenced, to get an idea of Leonardo’s

projects.
In short, what I call, Multimedia VincianaArcheology.

Discovery Channel - November 2009 “Leonardo da Vinci’s secrets”
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A new hypothesis of reconstruction of
Leonardo’s project contained in sheet
579r: a weight moves the wheel with
the serpentine groove, which makes
all the pulleys rotate alternately,
connected by a rope. The arrangement
of the pulleys is that of the arms of a
mechanical soldier, inside a suit of
armor. A mechanical puppet or a
mechanical soldier, moving his arms
is the result.

Alternating motion

Programming wheel

Weights for charging

Furrow for reciprocating
motion

System string ends

Helmet , barbuta milanese

Armor, shoulder straps

The
real
interpretative
problem of the system with
pulleys imitating human arms
is that the alternating motion
transmitted and the last pulleys
placed in the hands visualize the
ropes that continue upwards, in
an indefinite connection. The
pulleys must be fixed in their position,
otherwise the system would have random
motions. In the end, we don’t know where
the ropes heading upward might go. They
could end up moving their heads left and
right or, simply, it could be Leonardo’s idea
left undefined. (Occam’s Razor)
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A RT I F IC I A L E Y E
“..Break a glass bowl and the convexity and concavity will make you a flat water mask and you will
see what promises to be true underneath ..”
In the pages of the manuscript on the eye, Leonardo explains how he intends to do this vision
experiment inside an enlarged artificial eye. And he not only describes the experiment from a
theoretical point of view but goes on to tell how to make the model in the laboratory.
“..Makes spherical cruets like this, and then you cut them as you cut screw glasses
with hot iron, and make half-sphere shells, like this, and then make your glasses
full of water and fill only one full of water .. “
Leonardo explains to himself, or to those who want to carry out the experiment,
to get a glass bowl and ampoules that are already “on the market”, therefore
without making a custom-made glass object. The glass cruet can
be cut with a hot blade, just like glasses were made at the
time. In this way, the object that will be the container
is obtained. In his descriptions he also uses the
term “glasses”, like half-sphere glass shells. It
is recommended to use hot water inside and
to paint the external wall of the ampoule,
so as not to let the light through. The
final effect is that of being able to see
the underlying object reflected in the
internal sphere, as if we were inside our
eye.
The device has only a scientific and not
a practical purpose, it is a fascinating
object: a real artificial eye.
It looks like a virtual helmet, which
allows you to see what would
otherwise be impossible to
observe.
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Vinciana Library, ancient editions, codices, reproductions, facsimiles and reconstructions
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CLXXXXI
In an ancient and rare edition of Leonardo’s manuscripts, the Royal Vinciana Collection, there is
a booklet (the 5th) that collects many drawings of portraits, plants and architecture. This historic
edition of 1928, collected Leonardo’s manuscripts scattered in various collections all over the world
and tried to organize, by themes, the drawings by Leonardo scattered everywhere. While the codices
were real bound books, almost two thousand other Leonardo manuscripts were, on the other hand,
single sheets collected in various collections. The most famous is the Codex Atlanticus (actually
not a codex but a collection of sheets). Among these tables is 191, in Roman numerals: CLXXXXI,
our “smoking gun”. In 1939 (MCMXXXIX) this description of the contents of the sheet was given:
“CLXXXXI.
Studies of a chemical problem with various tubes inside a container and also
a screw press inside it: geometric figures, a virile bust, a sketch of an ivycovered dress for a theatrical performance, another sketch of the same dress
with skirt and sleeves but with the sole indication of the ivy branches without
the foliage. Near the first dress the words: ivy is of long life.
Windsor, Bibl. R. n. 12282v.
In pen on yellowed white paper. A. o, 36o L o, 270. “
The numbers of the codices are many, however, today this sheet is part of the anatomy collection
archived in various ways. 12282v is one of his names, “v” stands for “verso” as the front and back of
the same sheet. So it is also useful to then analyze the “recto”, the other side of the sheet, cataloged
in the collection as CLXXXXII (192).
CLXXXXII.
Study of a profile of an ephebe; shield with dragons tied around two sticks
arranged in an X shape; hanging lamp with ribbons at the shop; lighted
faci that radiate out from the lamp; a plow, which reads: do not go out of
the furrow; a plow on whose tip a spatula iron falls, and under the words:
inexpedience does not bend me every inpedimeto is destroyed by rigor; a
compass on which the sun flashes, and underneath it is written: he who is
fixed does not turn round; a sketch of ivy braiding for an actor’s dress, as in
the previous table. Also apart, another small study for the weaving weaves
can be seen in pencil.
Windsor, Bibl. R., n. 12282r. In pen on yellowed white paper. A. 0.370; L.
0.280. “
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24 hour clock

fountains

hydraulics

Research connections between manuscripts - water clock group and automata
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Subjects of study for the android
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R E D R AW
One technique for understanding Leonardo’s drawings and his projects is to “copy” his drawings.
It seems strange, but the fastest way to study and understand projects and machines is taught by
Leonardo himself. As a young man, in Verrocchio’s workshop, Leonardo drew all day to refine
the technique and understand the art. And to do this, he copied other drawings, works, drapes,
dresses and flowers. Drawing is not only used to artistically represent subjects but, in industrial
design, it is essential to represent machines, especially the most complex ones. Copying Leonardo’s
machines is more difficult than copying faces or artistic subjects, because to copy the machines and
mechanisms you must first understand them.
That’s why, one of my favorite research techniques is that of freehand drawing. The only way to
truly understand Leonardo’s machines is to do the same thing he did, to draw them. That is why for
this research, as for all the ones I have done so far, I have used some time to draw. Once Leonardo’s
drawings have been copied and understood, they can be completed, improved and interpreted.
The same design for this book was first drawn. Leonardo himself teaches us that drawing is also a
research and study tool.
These drawings are subsequently transferred with the scanner, to the computer in digital format
and, here, it can be very helpful to use digital tools to duplicate, enlarge, rotate and combine the
subjects and to complete the drawings digitally. The next step is to use 3D computer graphics,
starting from these drawings, to create the 3D models of the subjects and then build them from life
in the laboratory.
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Reconstruction hypothesis - combinations deriving from drawings by Leonardo da Vinci
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Technical drawings and exploded view of the android
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W AT E R B AT T E R Y
I made a first series of 1: 4 scale models, compared to real human dimensions. The first piece to
check is the “engine”, the central clockwork device. Built in small dimensions, it allows to study and
verify the functioning of the mechanisms.
Theory is one thing, practice is another. Leonardo himself theorized and proposed practice as a
teacher of knowledge. Projects on paper and then in 3D are always beautiful, magical and apparently
functional, then, in practice, you realize how things work differently.
This is the case, for example, of this device, which, on paper, seems to work, then unfortunately not
in practice. In making the model I, in fact, realized that the biggest problem lies in the geometry of
the release tabs, located inside the cylinder. It is already very difficult to make two work, if then, as
in other drawings by Leonardo they become four, it is impossible. I have verified that they cannot
function properly because the sticks are interfering with each other. This is why Leonardo himself
kept drawing many different versions. In fact, it is very difficult to find the right geometry for their
operation.
However, the finished device looks just like a water “battery”, its purpose is to exploit a flow of water
to transform it into a rotational, programmed and cyclical movement.
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android, 1: 1 scale model, floating ring
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C R E AT I N G M O D E L S
Creating models is important. It is not enough to imagine or design a project to think that it is
perfect and functional. Even if precise digital modelers are used, the behavior of the materials
is always unpredictable. Wood, iron, ropes and all other materials do not have ideal shapes and
behaviors. The 3D pieces, made on the computer, are “ideal”, precise and immutable. Wood, on
the other hand, bends and expands, even if it is cut precisely, depending on the type, humidity
and grain it is certain that it will change shape. Iron is more stable but difficult to work. The ropes,
canvas and leather, then, are elastic materials, there is no way to create a precise shape or length
that will remain the same once the piece is assembled. All this information is understood only
after having assembled the pieces of a real model. Depending on the behavior of the materials, the
friction and the shape change, the 3D model will have to be modified accordingly.
It is very likely that Leonardo himself created some of his study models. This can be understood
from his written considerations and from the way in which, at times, he modifies projects. Leonardo
himself said that practice is a teacher of life.
Since I was little, I have been making models and I believe that practice is essential to study
Leonardo. I don’t think it’s possible to understand his projects if you don’t realize them with your
own hands. Many scholars limit themselves to passing Leonardo’s drawings to carpenters, luthiers
or model makers, then presenting the result as their own work, more than sad this is a practice
that Leonardo himself would despise. Working with wood and making models is not only essential
for understanding and explaining them but it is what Leonardo himself teaches us as a practice to
become his “assistant”.

android, 1: 4 scale model, and pieces for that 1: 1
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android, 1: 1 scale model and 1: 4 scale
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android, 1: 4 scale model
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Leonardo Taddei - android, 1: 1 scale model - Alessandro Taddei
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M A R I O TA D D E I
Graduated in industrial design, Mario Taddei taught at the Milan Polytechnic. He has dedicated a
large part of his activity to the study and development of interactive multimedia products for the
dissemination of edutainment science. He has been involved in the study and research of Leonardo
da Vinci since 1999 and has become one of the leading international experts. Italian academic, he
created Leonardo3 in 1999, then technical director and chief researcher of the Leonardo3 Study
Center. He has designed and built complex multimedia and scientific dissemination systems for
museums, an expert in Renaissance codes and machines. History of science expert. He has signed
some discoveries and researches of world resonance on Leonardo’s machines. He is an expert in
programming, 3D graphics, video games, virtual reality development and multimedia applications.
During the event for the 150th anniversary of the Politecnico di Milano he received the CULTURE
award: “Minds Shaping the World welcomes Mario Taddei among its members for the scientific
rigor and extraordinary dissemination capacity that allowed him to make unpublished discoveries
relating to Leonardo da Vinci and spread them all over the world. Mario Taddei is considered today
one of the leading international experts of the genius from Vinci: his exhibitions, performances and
installations have been presented over the years with enormous success both in Italy and abroad
(Germany, USA, Canada, Mexico, Brazil , Qatar, Japan). “
He has published numerous books around the
world on Leonardo’s works and machines, drawing
manuals, digital art and NFT. His researches
and works on Leonardo are visible in museums,
itinerant exhibitions and in Piazza Scala in Milan.
He is a digital artist and a designer of cultural
events. Professor at the Leonardo da Vinci art
academy in Milan. He teaches design, virtual set
design and multimedia marketing.
He became the first curator and designer of
multimedia virtual exhibitions in the era of the
metaverse by collaborating with Lieu.City in 2021.
www.MarioTaddei.net
& www.Neoart3.net
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& LINKS
Archives and museums with works by Leonardo:
Digital archive of the history of science
https://www.leonardodigitale.com
Codice Atlantico on-line
http://www.codex-atlanticus.it
Institute and Museum of the History of Science
https://www.museogalileo.it
Veneranda Biblioteca Ambrosiana
https://www.ambrosiana.it
The National Gallery, London
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk
Pinacoteca Vaticana, Roma, Italia
https://www.museivaticani.va
National Library of Madrid, Spain
http://www.bne.es
Louvre Museum, Paris
https://www.louvre.fr
Leonardo’s library & letture vinciane
http://www.bibliotecaleonardiana.it
Mario Taddei
https://www.mariotaddei.net/
Youtube https://www.youtube.com/user/MarioTaddeiDaVinci
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/Mario.Taddei.1972
Linkedin https://www.linkedin.com/in/mariotaddei/
Pages dedicated to the book with insights, videos and links to the
exhibition https://www.mariotaddei.net/robot-android/
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M u lt i m e d i a
DA VINCI LECUTRES
This series, conceived and edited by Mario Taddei, collects research, studies and reconstructions
on subjects related to Leonardo da Vinci. The aim is the pure research and dissemination of
Leonardo’s art, science, technology and research through in-depth studies on manuscripts, threedimensional reconstructions, graphic schemes with new digital multimedia languages up to the
Metaverse-Leonardo. The homage and the reference is directed to the historic Vinciane Lectures.
Just as the historic Vinciane Lectures propose the reading and academic study of Leonardo’s
texts, the Multimedia ones offer the “three-dimensional and multimedia” reading of the projects,
drawings and art of the greatest genius of all time.The publications contain links and connection
codes to view videos and web insights. The codes inside also allow access to virtual exhibitions
dedicated to Leonardo da Vinci, displayed on simple screens or, even, in virtual reality. Some
contents will be available in augmented reality: by framing the pages of the book with a smartphone
or tablet, it will be possible to view 3D models as if they were holograms floating on the book.
What are the historic Vinciane Lectures?
Letture Vinciane / DaVinci - Vinciane Lectures
(reference: http://www.bibliotecaleonardiana.it)
“Every year, around mid-April, the city of Vinci remembers the birth of
Leonardo with the Leonardian Celebrations, events that have their most
significant moment in the Lettura Vinciana. In fact, since 1960, the
Leonardian Library has entrusted one of the most significant exponents of
Vincianahistoriography with the task of a critical intervention on one of the
many fields in which Leonardo’s activity developed. The continuity of this
initiative and the recognized scientific authoritativeness of the speakers (of
which we could not cite a few names without doing the others a disservice) have made this event an
event of great cultural interest, capable of documenting fundamental trends and main protagonists
of Leonardo’s studies in the recent decades. The words with which Augusto Marinoni, an illustrious
scholar of Leonardo, opened the I Lettura Vinciana in 1960, certainly evoke the intent that guided
the birth of the Readings in an evocative way:
The initiative we are about to implement, and which we hope will continue to be renewed from year
to year, would like to be a reading essay that, while aiming to illuminate a single page of Leonardo,
is able to grasp the ramifications and developments through all his writings. of his thought so as
to disperse, if possible, the shadows, the ambiguities in which the isolated fragment often envelops
itself as in a halo that above all fascinates those who love to grasp the pretexts of their own fantasies.
Augusto Marinoni, The Being of Nothingness, I Lettura Vinciana, April 24, 1960 “
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THE ROBOTS AND THE ANDROID OF LEONARDO DA VINCI
The secrets, drawings and art of Leonardo in search of his robots in the codes:
from Multimedia Vincian Archeology to the creation of the model.
January 2022 - DaVinci Labs Editore
Original documents and paintings:
Copyright 1452-1518 - Leonardo da Vinci
Works, texts, images, reconstructions and photos:
Copyright 1999-2022 - Mario Taddei
The images and paintings are original elaborations digitally curated in order
to represent the works as they were in Leonardo’s time.
The manuscripts and historical documents derive from Mario Taddei’s personal library.
Some other images are taken from the web.
The drawings and all the reconstructions are by Mario Taddei

Sources:
De L’anatomie, Roux & Viarengo 1901
Codex of Flight, T. Sabachnikoff of 1893,
Codex Atlanticus Hoepli of 1894-1904,
Codes, Royal Vincentian Commission 1929
Various original private reconstructions of the Codes.
NFT & Copyright: 1999/2022 Mario Taddei
Copyright © 1999/2022 by Mario Taddei, Milan - Italy
All rights are reserved worldwide. This book, its images, its texts and its attachments cannot be copied, photocopied,
scanned, translated, reproduced in any way and by any means, without the written authorization of the author, nor
can they be shown in public, for example in occasion of exhibitions. All rights reserved worldwide. This book, the
text and the images cannot be reproduced in any form without the written authorization of the author. Any public
display is also strictly prohibited.

Thanks to:
Alessandro Taddei, for help in the laboratory in the construction of the robot
Leonardo Taddei, for help in the laboratory in the construction of the robot
Stefano Armeni, for installing Ikea shelves, fries with mayonnaise .. resin and armor. Vinci cats Sole and
Polpetta, true friends and trusted nocturnal assistants.
Note: like Leonardo da Vinci, Taddei is also dyslexic, he is appreciated
reporting any errors or suggestions for improving this volume.

